Domestic Steel Stairwell Scaffold
The great versatility of Domestic Steel Towers means they
are ideal for safer outdoor home maintenance, safer
outdoor hedge trimming, safer indoor room painting and
also much safer indoor stairwell work !
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Frame length 4’ 0”
Platform height at
lower end 7’ 6”

Overall height at
lower end 10’ 0”

Frame width 2’ 0”
Overall width
including base
plates 2’ 5”

Simple & Safe!
Our Domestic / DIY Stairwell Scaffold kit offers
safer access to a location which is always
awkward to reach for decorating.
Stores away when dismantled in very little
space but assembles on your staircase into a
small scaffold 4’0” long x 2.0” wide (2’ 5” wide
including width of base plates).

www.ladders999.co.uk
01452 520144

Overall assembled height is 10ft at the lowest
end, with the platform at 7’ 6”, giving reach
heights up to about 13’ 6”. Platform can
always be lowered by 2ft onto the rail below if
more convenient.
Screw-Jack Adjustable Bases can be located at
lower or upper end depending on which is
best to create a level platform.

Domestic Steel Stairwell Scaffold
Standard Stairwell kit includes :
4 x 4ft Side Frames
3 x 2ft End Frames
1 x Diagonal Brace 4x2
2 x 2ft Handrails
2 x Platform Boards
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4 x Plain Base Plates
2 x Screw-Jack Adjustable Base Plates.
This kit includes everything needed to assemble
the small domestic scaffold tower below with a
platform height at 5ft and a plan size 4’x2’

 This kit uses components from our
standard Domestic Tower range to create
a compact unit which will work in almost
all domestic stairwells.
 Very compact when dismantled for
storage.
 Quickly and easily assembled to provide a
safe platform 4ft long x 2ft wide on your
staircase.
 Frame width 2' 0" / 600mm and total width
including base plates 2' 5" / 730mm
maximum.
 No tools needed for assembly - it simply
slots together in no time.
 Gives a reach height of about 13ft 6ins
above the lowest stair tread and about
11ft above the upper stair tread.
 Can also be assembled on level ground to
make a small tower.
 A sturdy steel scaffold with 32mm
diameter vertical tubes x 16 gauge wall
thickness and a high quality yellow finish.

Taller kits for very high stairwells are on our website.

A current, detailed
price list
can be printed from our
excellent web site
www.ladders999.co.uk
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